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Introduction
There are many books on Graph Theory, and it’s difficult for a student with a
special interest in Mathematics to select one. It should be concise but cover all
the topics necessary for a Math Olympiad. "All the topics necessary ..." is the
key part! It would be great to have the theory, methods and ideas needed to
solve any competition graph theory problem all in one place. It would be great
if all of this is illustrated with high level problems too! Unfortunately, this is
a goal that is impossible to achieve, but one can try, of course. The present
handout is such an attempt.

I was delighted to be invited to give a lecture at our National team camp
for the 2022 International Math Olympiad. I was told it had to be on Graph
Theory and I was absolutely free to include whatever I wanted. That’s how this
paper came about. I checked a lot of problems from IMO’s, Shortlists, NMO’s,
etc., most of which I have solved on the AoPS forum or commented on my blog
[4] over a period of time. Links are given where possible. The needed theory was
also included - many of the notations and disposition of claims follow R.Diestel’s
book "Graph Theory".

I had not intended to write a handout, but I wanted to give the participants
something written besides the lecture and exercises that I did. I spent time on
wording and style, but not much. Thus, some of it might be raw, so please,
inform me if there are some typos or issues. However, I believe this paper will
be helpful. Thanks to all the people that supported me and made this possible!
Anyway, it was a great pleasure for me to discuss some of the included topics
with the Bulgarian team.
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1 Paths and Cycles
Definition. The minimum degree of a graph G is denoted by δ = δ(G), and the
maximum one - by ∆ = ∆(G).

Proposition 1.1. Any graph has a path with length at least δ and a cycle of
length at least δ + 1 (if δ ≥ 2).

Proposition 1.2. Let G(V,E) be a graph with at least 1 edge. Denote ε(G) :=
|E|/|V |. Then G contains a subgraph H satisfying

δ(H) > ε(H) ≥ ε(G)

Proof. We consecutively delete each vertex v of G for which d(v) ≤ ε.

Problem 1.1. ELMO Shortlist 2011, C5 Prove there exists a constant c (in-
dependent of n) such that for any graph G with n > 2 vertices, we can split G
into a forest and at most cf(n) disjoint cycles, where

1. f(n) = n lnn.

2. f(n) = n.

(David Yang)

Solution. In order to prove 1) we use two facts:

1. Every graph G contains a cycle of length at least δ(G) + 1, providing
δ(G) ≥ 2. Here δ(G) = minv∈V (G) deg(v).

2. Every graph G has a subgraph H with δ(H) > |E(G)|
|V (G)| .

Thus, we have

Proposition 1. If |E(G)|
|V (G)| ≥ 2 then G contains a cycle with length at least

|E(G)|
|V (G)| .

Let now denote m = E(G). Proposition 1 yields that there exists a cycle
with length at least m

n . Delete all edges of this cycle and there will remain
m1 = m(1− 1

n ) edges. So after k steps there will remain mk = m(1− 1
n )

k edges.
Here m = O(n2), so proceeding in this way guarantees mk will become O(n)
after O(n lnn) steps, which means that after O(n lnn) steps there will be no
cycles to be removed (a forest will remain). Thus, we proved 1).

Definition. k-connected graph - if removing any k− 1 vertices leaves the graph
still connected. The greatest k is called the connectivity of the graph
ℓ-edge connected graph - if removing any ℓ − 1 edges leaves the graph still con-
nected. The greatest ℓ is called edge-connectivity of the graph.

It holds
k(G) ≤ ℓ(G) ≤ δ(G)

Indeed, if G is k-connected then it is k-edge-connected.
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Proposition 1.3. Characterization of 2-connected graphs Every 2-connected
graph can be constructed starting from a cycle an adding H-paths to already
constructed graph H.
(Diestel, Graph theory, proposition 3.1.2)

Proposition 1.4. For any 2-connected graph and two vertices, v1 ̸= v2, there
exist two disjoint paths that connect v1 and v2. Thus, there exists a cycle passing
through v1, v2.

Proof. Inductively on the number of vertices, using the above claim.

Theorem 1.1. (Menger 1927) Let G = (V,E) be a graph and A,B ⊂ V .
Then the minimum number of vertices separating A from B in G is equal to the
maximum number of disjoint A−B paths in G.
(Diestel, Graph theory, Theorem 3.3.1)

Problem 1.2. (Korea NMO 2015, final, p.3) Let G be a simple graph with at
least three vertices and a path P of length L. Prove that if G is 2-connected,
there exists a cycle of length at least

√
2L.

Solution See also here. Let a and b be the end vertices the path P . Since G is
2-connected there is a cycle C through a, b. Denote by m the length of C. If
m ≥

√
2L we are done, so assume m <

√
2L Consider how the path P intersects

C. There will be two vertices a′, b′ of P lying on the cycle C, so that the segment
of the path between a′ and b′ does not intersect C and has length at least L

m .
Consider the cycle C ′ = a′Pb′Ca′, where b′Ca′ is the bigger arc of the cycle
connecting a′ and b′. The length of C ′ is at least

L

m
+

m

2
.

As a function of m, for m ∈ [3,
√
2L] it attains its minimum when m =

√
2L,

and in that case the length of C would be at least
√
2L.

Problem 1.3. (R.Diestel, Graph theory, [1] Ch.1, exercise 3) Let G be a graph
containing a cycle C, and assume that G contains a path of length at least k
between two vertices of C. Show that G contains a cycle of length at least

√
k.

Is this best possible?
What is the the greatest positive constant c for which there always exists a cycle
with length c

√
k ?

2 Trees, Spanning trees, forests
Depth-first-search algorithm (DFS)

Breadth-first-search algorithm (BFS)

Important properties. Given a connected graph G. In the resulting
spanning tree T obtained by DFS algorithm, there do not exist edges in E(G) \
E(T ) that are cross edges in T .
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In the spanning tree obtained by BFS algorithm, there do not exist edges in
E(G) \ E(T ) that connect comparable vertices.

Proposition 2.1. A connected graph T with n vertices is a tree if and only if
it has exactly n− 1 edges.(What about T is not connected?)

Proposition 2.2. Suppose T is a tree and G is a graph with δ(G) ≥ |T | − 1.
Then G contains a subgraph like (isomorphic to) T .

Problem 2.1. Komal 2021, A807 Let n > 1 be a given integer. Let G be a
finite simple graph with the property that each of its edges is contained in at
most n cycles. Prove that the chromatic number of the graph is at most n+ 1.

Solution. Let T be a spanning tree of G constructed by depth-first-search algo-
rithm starting from a root v0. It has a property that any two vertices connected
in G are comparable in T. That is, there are no cross edges with respect to
T . We will construct a proper coloring of vertices with n + 1 colors, starting
from the root v0 of T and moving up, towards its leaves. Every time we color
a vertex v we ensure that any vertex of T less than v and connected to v (in
G) is of different color. Assume we are at a vertex v and all vertices less than
v are already colored. Let their chain (on the unique path from v0 to v) be
v0 < v1 < · · · < vm = v.

Suppose vj1 < vj2 < · · · < vjk < vm−1 be the vertices among them that v is
connected to. Note that k ≤ n because otherwise we would get more than n
cycles passing along vm−1vm, namely vmvjivji+1 . . . vm−1vm for i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
In case k < n we color vm in a color of our disposal, different from all colors
of the vertices vj1 , vj2 , . . . , vjk , vm−1. So, assume k = n ≥ 2. Further, vm−1 is
not connected to any vertex among v0, v1, . . . , vm−3 because otherwise we would
get one more cycle passing through vm−1vm. It means we can recolor vm−1 (if
needed) in the color of vj1 , thus making the number of colors, in which the
vertices vj1 , vj2 , . . . , vjk , vm−1 are colored to be at most n. In the end, we color
vm = v appropriately.

Problem 2.2. For exercise, Theorem (Lovasz-Winkler, 1993). Let G be a
simple connected graph with set vertices V . Denote by L(u, v), u, v ∈ V the
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event that a random walk starting at u ends at v as the last new-covered vertex.
Suppose

P (L(u, v1)) = P (L(u, v2))

holds for any vertices u, v1, v2 ∈ V . Then G is either a cycle or a complete
graph.

Lemma. A graph G that satisfies

1. G is 2-connected (removing any vertex leaves the graph still connected)

2. Removing any two non-adjacent vertices of G makes it disconnected.

is either a complete graph or cycle.

Problem 2.3. (Bulgarian MC, 2013) A simple graph with n vertices and more
than 3(n − 1)/2 edges is given. Prove that two different vertices x, y of G can
be found, such that there exist 3 non-intersecting each other paths connecting x
and y. (two paths connecting x and y are non-intersecting if they do not share
a vertex different from x and y)

Hint. Use BFS spanning tree.

Problem 2.4. (RMM 2019, p3) Given any positive real number ε, prove that,
for all but finitely many positive integers v, any graph on v vertices with at least
(1 + ε)v edges has two distinct simple cycles of equal lengths.
(Recall that the notion of a simple cycle does not allow repetition of vertices in
a cycle.)
(Fedor Petrov, Russia)

Solution. We prove any graph with n vertices and n + O(n3/4) edges does the
job. The approach uses a spanning tree (of special kind) and then estimates the
number of cycles using the Turan theorem (of cliques).

Let T be the spanning tree of the given graph G, obtained by depth first
search algorithm. So, the edges in E′ := E(G) \E(T ) are not cross edges of T .
Let e = v1v2 ∈ E′, thus v1 and v2 are compatible with respect to T and suppose
v1 < v2. For any such e ∈ E′ we map e to the path p(e) in T connecting v1
with v2.

Arguing by contradiction, suppose all cycles in G are of distinct lengths.
Since v1p(e)v2v1 is a cycle, for each e ∈ E′ , it follows all paths p(e), e ∈ E′

have distinct lengths.
Claim. For any set of 2

√
n paths p(e), e ∈ E′ , there are two of them

which intersect each other. Indeed, since their lengths are all distinct, their
total length is at least

√
n(2

√
n + 1) > n − 1 , which means some two of them

intersect, since the total length of all edges in the tree T is n− 1.

The plan is to estimate via this claim a lower bound of m = |E′| using the
Turan theorem. We can treat the objects p(e), e ∈ E′ as being vertices of a
new graph P . Two vertices (paths) in P are connected iff the corresponding
paths have non empty intersection. The above claim says there doesn’t exist a
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2
√
n-clique in the complement P of P . By the Turan theorem the number of

edges in P are at most
(
1− 1

2
√
n− 1

)
m2

2
. It implies the edges in P are at

least
m(m− 1)

2
−

(
1− 1

2
√
n− 1

)
m2

2
>

m2

8
√
n
.

Now, taking m =
⌈
2
√
2n3/4

⌉
we obtain the number of cycles in the original

graph are at least m2

8
√
n
> n, which is a contradiction since they are of distinct

lengths.
In other words, we proved that a graph G of n vertices and without two

cycles of equal length has n+O(n3/4) edges.

Remark In fact, the statement corresponds to a problem of Erdos about the
maximum number of edges in a graph with n vertices without two cycles of
equal length.

Theorem 2.1. (Konig lemma) Every infinite, locally finite graph has an infinite
ray.
locally finite: each vertex has a finite degree.
infinite ray: an infinite path starting from a vertex

Proof. We prove it for trees. General case is similar. Take a vertex v0 ∈ V (T )
as a root. By Tu we denote the subgraph "starting" from u. Note that N(v0) is
a finite set, hence for some u ∈ N(v0), the sub-tree Tu is also infinite (otherwise
T would be finite). We set v1 := u, and further proceed in the same way with
v1. Thus, an infinite path v0v1 . . . is obtained.

Problem 2.5. Infinite sequence of sets A1, A2, ... is an infinite sequence of sets,
each consisting of finitely many elements such no matter any finite number
of them we choose ( like Ai1 , Ai2 , ..., Aim ) then there exists pairwise distinct
elements x1, x2, ..., xm such that xj ∈ Aij for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Prove that there
exists pairwise distinct elements y1, y2, y3, ... such that for every 1 ≤ t we have:
yt ∈ At.

Solution. Consider a graph with vertices in the set

X := {(x1, x2, . . . , xn) : n ∈ N, xi ∈ Ai, i = 1, 2, . . . , n are distinct}.

We connect x, y ∈ X iff x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), y = (x1, x2, . . . , xn, xn+1). Thus,
we obtain a graph G with vertices in X.
By the given condition, all degrees of G are finite, and G is a forest of finite
number of trees with roots (x1), x1 ∈ A1. One of those trees is infinite and
by the Konig lemma it has an infinite path, which means there exist distinct
(x1, x2, . . . ), xi ∈ Ai, i ∈ N.
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3 Bipartite graphs
Proposition 3.1. A graph G is bipartite if and only if it contains no odd cycle.

Proposition 3.2. Every tree is a bipartite graph, and therefore can be colored
in two colors.

Problem 3.1. There are two countries with certain number of airports in each.
There are air lines between some pairs of the airports belonging to different
countries. A company A wants to buy some of the airlines so that it operates
at every airport. (We say that A operates at an airport if there is an airline
that A owns with an endpoint at that airport) A company B wants to buy some
airports provided there are no two of them connected by an airline. Prove that the
minimum number of airlines A can buy to achieve its goal equals the maximum
number of airports B could buy.

Definition. Let G(V,E) be a graph. A subset E′ of its edges is called edge
cover if each v ∈ V is incident with an edge in E′. The size of minimum edge
cover of G is denoted by ρ(G).
The size of its maximum independent vertex set is denoted by α(G).

Theorem 3.1. Edge cover of a bipartite graph For any bipartite graph G without
isolated vertices we have

α(G) = ρ(G)

Given a bipartite graph G(A,B), clearly α(G) ≥ max(|A|, |B|) but it may
happen this inequality is strict.

Proposition 3.3. If G(A,B) is a connected regular bipartite graph then α(G) =
|A| and the only maximum independent sets are A and B.

This claim, for instance, helps to prove Sperner’s theorem.

4 Matching. Hall’s marriage theorem.
Matching in bipartite graphs.
How to construct a maximum matching in a bipartite graph. Alternating path.
Augmenting path.

Definition. A subset V ′ of the vertices V of a graph G(V,E) is called vertex
cover if each edge of G is incident with a vertex in V ′

A subset E′ of E is called an edge cover if any vertex in V is incident with an
edge in E′.

Theorem 4.1. (Konig) The maximum cardinality of a matching in a graph is
equal to the minimum cardinality of a vertex cover.
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Definition. Suppose we have a family of sets Sα, α ∈ A where A is some
index set. Some of the sets may be equal. We say they satisfy Hall’s marriage
condition if for any finite subset A′ of A holds∣∣∣∣∣ ⋃

α∈A′

Sα

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ |A′|

Theorem 4.2. (Hall’s marriage theorem) For any family Sα, α ∈ A satisfying
Hall’s condition, there exist distinct xα ∈ Sα.

Problem 4.1. (Komal A701) An airline operates flights between any two capital
cities in the European Union. Each flight has a fixed price which is the same in
both directions. Furthermore, the flight prices from any given city are pairwise
distinct. Anna and Bella wish to visit each city exactly once, not necessarily
starting from the same city. While Anna always takes the cheapest flight from
her current city to some city she hasn’t visited yet, Bella always continues her
tour with the most expensive flight available. Is it true that Bella’s tour will
surely cost at least as much as Anna’s tour?

Solution. Yes, it’s true. The idea is to show that there is a bijection between
the flights of Bella and the flights of Anna, which maps a more expensive one
to a less expensive one. In order to prove that, we consider a bipartite graph
G with two parts A,B. The vertices of A resp. B are the flights of Anna, resp.
Bella. We connect two vertices b ∈ B , a ∈ A iff the price of b is bigger or equal
to the price of a. Then, we apply the Hall marriage theorem and conclude there
exists a perfect matching.

Here are the details. We want to prove G(A,B) satisfies the Hall marriage
condition. Let b1, b2, . . . , bk be some vertices (flights) in B and it’s the order
Bella takes them. We need to show |N(b1, b2, . . . , bk)| ≥ k , where N(· · · ) means
all the neighbours of the corresponding vertices. For any flight f , Bella or Anna
takes, denote by h(f) its first city and by t(f) - its second city. (its head and
tail). Consider the set H := {h(b1), h(b2), . . . , h(bk), t(bk)}. It consists of at
least k + 1 cities.

Let the order Anna visits that cities in H be a1, a2, . . . , ak+1 and flights she
takes from the first k of them be correspondingly f1, f2, . . . , fk. Then for any
i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k consider the cities ai and ai+1. There are two possibilities. Either
Bella visits at first ai and after that ai+1 or the other way round.

In the first case |fi| ≤ |aiai+1| ≤ |fB(ai)|, where fB(ai) denotes the flight
Bella takes from the city ai and | · | means the cost of the flight. Since fB(ai)
is some flight among b1, b2, . . . , bk, we have fi ∈ N(b1, b2, . . . , bk). In the second
case |fi| ≤ |aiai+1| ≤ |fB(ai+1)|. It again means fi ∈ N(b1, b2, . . . , bk).

Thus {f1, f2, . . . , fk} ⊂ N(b1, b2, . . . , bk), which means Hall condition holds,
implying G(A,B) has a perfect matching and the result follows.

The following theorem is due to Tutte’s and it generalizes Hall’s marriage
theorem.
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Definition. For a graph G(v,E) and a vertex set S ⊂ V we denote by q(G−S)
the number of odd components (of odd sizes) of the graph that remains after
removing the vertices in S.

Theorem 4.3. (Tutte, 1947, Theorem 2.2.1. [1]) Theorem 2. A graph G(V,E)
has a perfect matching if and only if q(G− S) ≤ |S| for any vertex set S ⊂ V .

Problem 4.2. (Brazil NMO, 2020) Let n be a positive integer, where 2n people
are in a spacecraft, and any two of them are friends or enemies(the relationship
is reciprocal). Two aliens play the following game: Alternately, each player
chooses one person, such that the chosen one(of each round) is friend of the
person chosen(by the other player) in the previous round. In the first round, the
player can choose any person, each person can be chosen in at most one round,
and the player who can not play anymore, loses the game. Prove that the second
player has the winning strategy, if and only if, the 2n people can be split into n
pairs, such that two people on the same pair are friends. Note: In each round,
only one player plays.

Problem 4.3. China TST 2022, test 1, p.6 Let m be a positive integer, and
A1, A2, . . . , Am (not necessarily different) be m subsets of a finite set A. It is
known that for any nonempty subset I of {1, 2 . . . ,m},∣∣∣ ⋃

i∈I

Ai

∣∣∣ ≥ |I|+ 1.

Show that the elements of A can be colored black and white, so that each of
A1, A2, . . . , Am contains both black and white elements.

Problem 4.4. Let S be a finite set of n elements and Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ n be the family
of all subsets of S with i elements. Prove that for any integer k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n/2
there is a bijection f : Sk → Sn−k that satisfies

X ⊂ f(X),∀X ∈ Sk

For a constructive solution see: Bulgarian TST 2022, p. 5

Problem 4.5. (IMO 2010 Shortlist, C2) On some planet, there are 2N coun-
tries (N ≥ 4). Each country has a flag N units wide and one unit high composed
of N fields of size 1× 1, each field being either yellow or blue. No two countries
have the same flag. We say that a set of N flags is diverse if these flags can
be arranged into an N × N square so that all N fields on its main diagonal
will have the same color. Determine the smallest positive integer M such that
among any M distinct flags, there exist N flags forming a diverse set.

Solution. The first idea that might appear is Hall’s marriage theorem. Put 1
and 0 instead of the two colors, and suppose the binary strings that corresponds
to the flags are put inside a 2N ×N table T . So, T has 2N rows and N columns
and each row contains a binary string of length N . We refer to the columns as
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"positions". A diverse set is actually a matching between the positions and
some N rows. You dispose the flags as the first flag will be the row that matches
the firs position, second flag - the row that corresponds to the second position
and so on.

Let G(A,B) be the complete bipartite graph on A - the set of positions, and
B - the set of rows. We color the edge a b, a ∈ A, b ∈ B white if the row b has
1 at its a-th position, and we color it black if there is 0 at the a-th position of
b. Let’s denote by G0(A,B), G1(A,B) the graphs corresponding to black and
white edges respectively. We look for the smallest number M such that for any
subset B′ of B with |B′| = M there is a full matching A → B′ in at least one
of the induced graphs G0(A,B′) and G1(A,B′).

Note that M > 2N−2. Indeed, let B′ be the set of rows, each one having 0
at its first and second positions. Clearly, |B′| = 2N−2 and each of the graphs
G0(A,B′) and G1(A,B′) has a vertex in A that is isolated vertex (with no
incident edges). That is, no full matching A → B′ is possible.

We will prove M = 2N−2 + 1. Take any B′ ⊂ B with |B′| = 2N−2 + 1 and
suppose for the sake of contradiction that Hall’s marriage condition fails for
both graphs G0(A,B′) and G1(A,B′). This means that there are vertex sets A0

and A1 ; (A0, A1 ⊂ A) such that NG0(A0) < |A0| and NG1(A1) < |A1|, where
NG(X) denotes the vertex set of all neighbors of X in a graph G. Let’s first
consider the case A0 ∩ A1 ̸= ∅. This is not possible when N ≥ 5 because then
2N−2+1 ≥ 2N−1, hence the degree of a vertex v ∈ A0∩A1 in either G0 or G1 is
at least N (the Hall’s condition would be satisfied). The case N = 4 is quickly
checked. Indeed, since 24−2 + 1 = 5 and dG(A,B′)(v) = 5, either dG0(v) ≥ 3
or dG1(v) ≥ 3, say, dG0(v) ≥ 3. We know the Hall’s condition fails for A0 in
G0(A,B′) it means dG0

(v) = 3, |A0| = |A| = 4 and NG0
(A0) = 3. The first two

conditions show A is connected to only two rows (out of 5) in G0, that is, there
are two rows that consist of only 1’s, which is impossible because the binary
strings are distinct. Note that in case N = 3 we cannot get a contradiction like
that (and the claim doesn’t hold). That’s why, N ≥ 4 is required.

Thus, it remains to check the case A0 ∩ A1 = ∅. Delete all the rows in
NG0

(A0) and NG1
(A1). The number of deleted rows is at most |A0|+ |A1| − 2,

since NG0
(A0) < |A0| and NG1

(A1) < |A1|. The remaining rows have only 1’s
at all positions in A0, and 0’s at positions in A1. Hence, if we delete all the
columns that are in A0 and A1 there remain N − |A0| − |A1| columns and at
least 2N−2+1−|A0|− |A1|+2 rows of distinct binary strings on those columns.
But, given N − |A0| − |A1| positions, the number of all possible distinct binary
strings on them is

2N−|A0|−|A1| = 2(N−2)−|A0|−|A1|+2 < 2N−2 + 3− |A0| − |A1|

contradiction. In the second part of the above inequality we used 2x−y ≤ 2x−y
providing x ≥ 2, x ≥ y
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5 Directed graphs.
Definition. A directed graph (digraph) is unilaterally connected if for any two
distinct vertices u, v there is a path either from u to v or from v to u. A digraph
is called strongly connected if for any two distinct vertices u, v there is a path
from u to v.

Proposition 5.1. A digraph is unilaterally connected if and only if there is a
directed walk that passes through all of its vertices.

Proof. If there is a directed walk like that then obviously the graph is unilaterally
connected. Let us prove the other direction. For brevity, by u → v we denote a
walk from u to v. Let G be a graph in question. We choose a walk u1u2 . . . uk =
u1 → uk with maximum number of distinct vertices. We will prove all the
vertices of G are among u1, u2, . . . , uk. For the sake of contradiction, suppose
there is u ∈ G, u ̸= ui, i = 1, . . . , k. It is impossible to exists a walk u → u1

because otherwise the walk u → u1 → uk would have more distinct vertices
than u1 → uk. Since G is unilaterally connected there is a walk u1 → u.
For a similar reason there exists a walk u2 → u since if u → u2 we would get a
bigger walk u1 → u → u2u3 . . . uk. In the same way we consecutively get that
there exists walks ui → u, i = 1, 2, . . . k. But then the walk u1u2 . . . uk → u
would have more distinct vertices than u1 → uk, contradiction.

Unilaterally vs Strongly connected

Proposition 5.2. Every tournament has a Hamiltonian path.

Theorem 5.1. (Ore’s theorem) A simple graph (not a digraph) G with n ver-
tices satisfies d(u) + d(v) ≥ n for any non connected vertices u, v. Then G has
a Hamiltonian cycle.

Problem 5.1. For exercise. Prove that a graph G with n vertices always has a
Hamiltonian path if the sum of the degrees of every pair of vertices vi, vj in G
satisfies the condition

deg (vi) + deg (vj) ≥ n− 1.

Solution. Let extend G to G′ by adding a new vertex v0 and connecting v0 to
all vertices of G. Now applying Ore’s theorem to G′ we get a Hamiltonian cycle
v0 v1 v2 . . . vn v0. Remove v0 from this cycle and we get a Hamiltonian path in
G.

Problem 5.2. Let G be a simple graph of order n. Suppose that the degree sum
of any pair of nonadjacent vertices is at least n+ 1. Show that G is Hamilton-
connected (i.e. between any pair of vertices x and y, there is a Hamiltonian path
in which x and y are the ends).

Solution.
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6 Planar Graphs
Proposition 6.1. In any planar graph with n vertices, the number of edges is
at most 3n− 6

Proof. Let G be our planar graph with n vertices and m edges. We assume,
each face of G is a triangle, since otherwise we can triangulate G by adding
additional edges. By Euler’s formula

|V |+ |F | − |E| = 2

Any face has 3 sides, so 3|F | = 2|E| (each edge is counted exactly twice), hence
|F | = 2m/3. Further,

n+
2m

3
−m = 2

which yields m = 3n − 6. It holds in case G is a triangular graph, otherwise
m > 3n− 6.

Problem 6.1. (A Russian tournament, 1996) All faces of a convex polyhedron
are triangles. Prove that its edges can be colored with two colors so that for each
of them it would be possible to get from any vertex to any other along the edges
of this color.

Solution. It boils down to prove that a planar graph with triangular faces con-
tains two edge disjoint spanning trees. A possible approach is via Nash-Williams
theorem.

Nash-Williams theorem. A graph G(V,E) contains r edge-disjoint span-
ning trees if for any partitioning of its vertices into k groups V1, V2, . . . , Vk there
are at least r(k−1) cross edges (a cross edge is an edge uv, u ∈ Vi, v ∈ Vj where
i ̸= j).

For example, by taking a partitioning V1, V2, . . . , Vk of the vertices V and
showing there are at least 2(k − 1) cross edges between them. But, I am not
sure this idea could work!
Another approach is via induction on the vertices of the graph. Take a vertex
v inside the outer face and delete it. Triangulate the polygon that is left by
adding all the diagonals through one of its vertices and we again obtain a tri-
angular graph, but with less vertices. Imply the induction hypothesis and then
try to make a new coloring of the edges of the initial graph that satisfies the
requirement.

7 Coloring
Theorem 7.1. (Konig, 1916) Every bipartite graph G satisfies χ′(G) = ∆(G),
where χ′(G) is the min number of colors needed for edge coloring of G, ∆(G) is
the max degree of vertices of G.
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Proof. The proof is instructive, the idea used in many other situations, see R.
Diestel, Graph Theory, Proposition 5.3.1

Theorem 7.2. (Vizing, 1964) Every graph G satisfies

∆(G) ≤ χ′(G) ≤ ∆(G) + 1

Proof. See [1], Theorem 5.3.2

Problem 7.1. IMO 1992 LL, p.20 Let X and Y be two sets of points in the
plane and M be a set of segments connecting points from X and Y . Let k be a
natural number. Prove that the segments from M can be painted using k colors
in such a way that for any point x ∈ X ∪Y and two colors α and β (α ̸= β), the
difference between the number of α-colored segments and the number of β-colored
segments originating in X is less than or equal to 1.

Solution. Let G be the bipartite graph corresponding to M . We fix k and use
induction on the number of edges of G. Base of induction is trivial. Assume
we have a graph G and the assertion is true for graphs with fewer edges. Take
an arbitrary edge ab ∈ E(G) and let G′ = G − ab. Then edges of G′ can be
colored in k colors complying the problem’s statement. It is easy to see that
there exist two colors α and β, so that if we color ab with α, the vertex a will
comply with the requirement and if we color ab with β, the vertex b will comply
with the requirement. If α = β, we color ab with this color and we are done, so
assume α ̸= β. This means that a is incident with a β-edge (in G′), because if
not, we can color ab with β and are done. Now, extend this edge to a maximal
walk W which edges are colored β and α alternately. This walk may not be a
path, because it may pass through some vertices many times, but it has two
properties:
(i) W can not end in b.
(ii) if W ends in z then it passes along all edges incident to z, which are colored
with α or β.

Both (i), (ii) are straightforward, e.g. (i): W can not enter in b with α,
because this will imply that there exists odd cycle in G, which contradicts that
G is bipartite. If W enter in b with β, there should exist edge with color α
for W to leave b, because otherwise coloring ab with β wouldn’t comply the
requirement with respect to the vertex b.

Now (the essential part), we recolor all edges of W swapping α with β, and
after that color ab with β. It is easy to see that the new coloring still satisfies
the requirement.

Comment. This statement can be viewed as some generalization of Konig’s
theorem. The same technique is applied.

Problem 7.2. Sozopol math festival, 2019 Let G be a bipartite graph in which
the greatest degree of a vertex is 2019. Let m be the least natural number for
which we can color the edges of G in m colors so that each two edges with a
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common vertex from G are in different colors. Show that m does not depend on
G and find its value.

Solution. m = 2019. A direct corollary of Konig’s theorem for edge coloring of
bipartite graphs.

Problem 7.3. (IMO Shortlist 2013, C3) A crazy physicist discovered a new
kind of particle wich he called an imon, after some of them mysteriously ap-
peared in his lab. Some pairs of imons in the lab can be entangled, and each
imon can participate in many entanglement relations. The physicist has found
a way to perform the following two kinds of operations with these particles, one
operation at a time.
(i) If some imon is entangled with an odd number of other imons in the lab,
then the physicist can destroy it.
(ii) At any moment, he may double the whole family of imons in the lab by
creating a copy I ′ of each imon I. During this procedure, the two copies I ′ and
J ′ become entangled if and only if the original imons I and J are entangled, and
each copy I ′ becomes entangled with its original imon I; no other entanglements
occur or disappear at this moment.

Prove that the physicist may apply a sequence of such operations resulting
in a family of imons, no two of which are entangled.

Solution. The idea is we can decrease some kind of "complexity". Let’s show
that starting from a graph G the steps (i) and (ii) can be applied in such a way
that the chromatic number χ(G) decreases. First to see that "cloning" the graph
does not increase χ(G). Indeed let k := χ(G) and partition V (G) into k sets
V1, V2, . . . , Vk so that Vi is independent vertex set. Suppose each Vi is assigned
the color i. After "cloning" we get another vertex sets V ′

i , i = 1, . . . , k which are
copies of Vi. Assign to them any permutation of the colors 1, 2, . . . , n without
fixed point. For instance, assign to V ′

i the color i + 1 (with the convection
k + 1 = 1). This is a proper coloring.
Now, let’s see that we can decrease χ using (i) and (ii). First, we consecutively
remove all vertices of G with odd degrees and in the end every vertex of the
resulting graph (again denoted by G) is of odd degree. Let V1, V2, . . . , Vk be the
vertex sets of each color. Then we "clone" G and color G′ as shown above. So,
V1 and V ′

k are colored in the color 1. Note that all degrees of G′ are odd and
V1 ∪ V ′

k is independent set in G′. We remove one by one the vertices in V1 ∪ V ′
k

without any interference between two of them, and the color 1 is eliminated.

Problem 7.4. Let G be an infinite graph with countably many vertices labeled as
vi,j , i, j ∈ Z≥0 . For each positive integers i, j, k the vertices vi,j and vk,i+j are
connected. Prove that the vertices of the graph cannot be colored with finitely
many colors. (the vertices of a graph can be colored in a set of colors if we
can assign a color to each vertex so that no two identically colored vertices are
connected.)

We represent two solutions. The first one is due to Ilya Bogdanov.
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1st Solution. Below is a picture that represents the structure of G if we arrange
it in rows and columns as drawn.

The vertex A = vi,j is connected with all ("hollow") vertices of i + j-th row.
Assume, for the sake of contradiction, G can be properly colored in finite number
of colors. Then there exist two rows (imagine they be j-th and i + j-th rows)
colored with the same set of colors. Let the vertex A is colored in the color c.
Then in the i + j-th row there are also vertex/vertices colored in c. But since
A is connected with all of them, we get a contradiction.
The same idea works for estimating the number of colors needed to properly
color a square that consists of the first n rows and columns. Suppose k colors
are enough. The number possible subsets of k colors is

(
k
1

)
+

(
k
2

)
+ · · ·+

(
k
k

)
=

2k − 1. So if 2k − 1 log2 n we could get the same contradiction as above. Thus,
k > log2 n.

Solution. Here is another solution, I came up with. Let Gn be the finite sub-
graph, induced by the set of vertices Vn := {vi,j | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n , i+ j ≤ n}. We
may think of the vertices in Gn as the lattice points with coordinates (i, j). Let’s
change the coordinate system, that is, we introduce new coordinates (x, y) as
follows: x = j, y = i+j. In this new coordinates Vn = {(x, y) | 1 ≤ x, y,≤ n, x <
y}. Two points (x1, y1), (x2, y2) in Vn are connected if x1 = y2 or x2 = y1. So,
we changed the coordinates in order to have more easy expression that indicates
when two vertices are connected.
For any X,Y ⊂ N we denote by X

<
×Y the set {(x, y) | x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, x < y}. Let

now X0 := {1, 2, . . . , n}. With the introduced notation, Vn = X0

<
×X0. Denote

by V 1
n the set of vertices colored in one of the colors, say, "1". Let X ′ and Y ′

be the sets of x-coordinates, resp. y-coordinates of V 1
n . Then X ′, Y ′ ⊂ X0 and

X ′ ∩ Y ′ = ∅ (because otherwise two vertices of V 1
n would be connected). It

means that at least one of the sets X ′, Y ′ has at most |X0|/2 = n/2 elements.
WLOG let it be Y ′. We consider X1 := X0 \ Y ′. This set has at least |X0|/2
elements and the set X1

<
×X1 is free of the color "1".
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We proceed in the same way with X1

<
×X1 and get sets Xj

<
×Xj , j = 1, 2, . . .

each one with at least 2−jn elements and the colors 1, 2, . . . , j are not present

in the induced graph on Xj

<
×Xj .Thus, the chromatic number of Gn is greater

than log2 n.

Problem 7.5. (Iran TST 2002, a Lovasz’s result ) Let G be a simple graph of
order n(n ⩾ 2). There exists a division of V (G), namely {V1, V2, · · · , Vk}, such
that for any i, j(1 ⩽ i < j ⩽ k), one can always find some x ∈ Vi, y ∈ Vj which
are not adjacent.

Show that one can color V (G) using no more than n − k + 1 colors, such
that any two adjacent vertices have different colors.

Solution. We proceed by induction. Let G be the complement of G with the set
of edges E := E(G). Consider the vertex set V1. It is connected to all the others
groups of vertices V2, V3, . . . , Vk along edges of E that are incident with some
vertices u1, u2, . . . , ur ∈ V1. In the figure below, the edges of E are represented
by broken segments to distinguish them from the the edges of G.

Denote by Γj , j = 1, 2, . . . , r the family of sets among V1, V2, . . . , Vk that the
vertex uj is connected to along the edges in E. Let Γj , j = 1, 2, . . . , r consists
of kj vertex sets with total number of vertices nj . We apply the inductive
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hypothesis to the families Γj and obtain that the vertices in the family Γj can be
colored properly (with respect to the graph G) in at most nj−kj+1 colors, and
moreover the set of colors used for each Γj are disjoint. Since uj , j = 1, 2, . . . , r
is connected in G to no more than nj−kj vertices of Γj , there exists a color used
in the coloring of Γj that uj is not connected to (in G). We color uj exactly
in this color. Finally, we color the vertices in V1 \ {u1, u2, . . . , ur} in additional
|V1| − r colors. Thus, we obtain a proper coloring of the vertices V (G). The
number of colors used is at most

|V1| − r +

r∑
j=1

(nj − kj + 1) = |V1| − r +

 r∑
j=1

nj

− (k − 1) + r

= |V1| − r + n− |V1| − k + 1 + r

= n− k + 1.

It completes the induction step.

Problem 7.6. (Miklos Schweitzer 2008, p.1) Let H ⊂ P (X) be a system of
subsets of X and κ > 0 be a cardinal number such that every x ∈ X is contained
in less than κ members of H. Prove that there exists an f : X → κ coloring,
such that every nonempty A ∈ H has a “unique” point, that is, an element x ∈ A
such that f(x) ̸= f(y) for all x ̸= y ∈ A.

Solution. Let’s first prove it when X is finite. In that case we can think of κ
as just a natural number. Consider a bipartite graph (H,X), where h ∈ H
is connected with x ∈ X iff x ∈ h. Suppose X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}. We will
construct the required coloring, consecutively for x1, x2, . . . . First, we assign to
each x ∈ X a list B(x) of banned colors. Initially each B(x), x ∈ X is an empty
set.

The coloring algorithm. i-th step, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. We color xi with an arbi-
trary color, say c, not in Bi. Then, take H ′ = {h ∈ H : xi is connected with h}.
For each x ∈ X connected with some vertex in H ′, we add the color c to B(x).
We remove xi and all vertices in H ′. Further, we proceed with the remaining
graph to the next i+ 1-th step.

The only possibility the above algorithm crashes at some step is B(x), for
some x, to become full of all κ colors. But it’s impossible, since otherwise x
would be connected with at least κ sets in X.

Now, the same algorithm, appropriately adapted, fits for the general case.
We assume X be some initial segment of ordinals X = {β : β < α}, for some
fixed ordinal α, and apply the transfinite induction.

Problem 7.7. (ELMO 2019, SL, A2) Find all functions f : Z → Z such that
for all surjective functions g : Z → Z, f + g is also surjective. (A function
g is surjective over Z if for all integers y, there exists an integer x such that
g(x) = y.)

Proposed by Sean Li
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Solution. Only the constant functions satisfy the requirements. <br>It’s trivial
to check the constant functions do the job. Suppose now f is not constant. We
seek a surjective function g , such that f + g is not surjective. It’s enough
to construct a surjective function g : Z → Z such that g(x) ̸= −f(x),∀x ∈
Z.<br>Consider a bipartite graph G = (Y,X), X = Y = Z. We interpret X as
the domain set of the function g and Y the image of g. There is edge between
y ∈ Y and x ∈ X iff y = −f(x). We can consider the edges of G as the not
possible edges and want to construct another graph G′ = (Y,X), such that

i) G′ does not contain edges in G and any y ∈ Y is connected with some
x ∈ X (surjectivety).

ii) Any x ∈ X is connected with only one y ∈ Y . (g is a function).
Clearly G′ ⊂ G, where G is the complement of G. Now, G has a simple

property: all vertices of Y , except eventually one, have infinite degrees in G.
Indeed, assume there is y0 ∈ Y with a finite degree in G. It means f(x) = −y0
for all x ∈ Z except finitely many integers. Hence, all other y ∈ Y, y ̸= y0 have
finite degrees in G and infinite degrees in G.
This property allows us easily to construct G′. First, take y0 and mark some
edge of G incident with y0 (degG y0 > 0, since g is not a constant). Then for
every next y ∈ Y we can mark some edge in G that connects y with some x ∈ X
not yet exhausted. In that way we exhaust all y ∈ Y . If some x ∈ X is still
not incident to a marked edge, we can mark any edge of G incident with x.
<br>So, the marked edges represent a graph G′ ⊂ G that satisfies i) and ii).
Finally, if g is a function that corresponds to G′, f + g doesn’t take value 0.

Problem 7.8. (Indian TST, 2015) Let G be a simple graph on the infinite
vertex set V = {v1, v2, v3, . . .}. Suppose every subgraph of G on a finite vertex
subset is 10-colorable, Prove that G itself is 10-colorable.

Solution. The countable case. Put k instead of 10. Let G0 be a finite subgraph
of G. We call a coloring of G0 admissible if it can be extended to a coloring of
any finite subgraph of G, which contains G0 as a subgraph.

Claim 1: There exists an admissible coloring for any finite subgraph of G.
Proof: Suppose on the contrary G0 ⊂ G is finite and it doesn’t have an admis-
sible coloring. All k-colorings of G0 are finite, and for each coloring c of them,
there exists a finite subgraph G(c) of G (G0 ⊂ G(c)), such that c cannot be
extended from G0 to a valid coloring of G(c). Now, take the union U of all
G(c), which is also finite. It would imply that U couldn’t be colored by k colors,
a contradiction.■

Claim 2: Let G0 be a finite subgraph of G and c be some admissible coloring
of G0. Denote by G0(v) the graph obtained by G0 by adding any vertex v ∈ G.
Then the coloring c of G0 can be extended to an admissible coloring of G0(v).
Proof: Suppose on the contrary it’s not true. Then for any coloring of v by
i-th color, i = 1, 2, . . . , k, there exists a finite graph Gi , G0 ⊂ Gi ⊂ G, such
that the coloring of G0(v) cannot be extended to Gi. Take the union G′ of all
Gi, i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Then the coloring c of G0 can be extended to some valid
coloring of G′, which brings us to a contradiction. ■
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Now enumerate the vertices of G by v1, v2, . . . and begin to extend consec-
utively to admissible coloring of G({v1, v2, . . . , vi}) to get a coloring of G.

The uncountable case. The above idea can be implemented by virtually the
same way when the vertices of G are not countable. We just change slightly
the definition of admissible coloring. Let G0 is colorable subgraph of G, not
necessary finite . We call a coloring c of G0 admissible if it can be extended to
a coloring of G0 plus any finite additional vertices of G. Claim 1 remains true
for any finite subgraph of G0. Claim 2 remains valid for any subgraph of G. We
can assume the vertices of G consist of some segment of ordinals {α : α < β} for
some ordinal β. We begin to extend some admissible coloring of a single vertex
using the transfinite induction. Extending the coloring to a successor ordinal
is guaranteed by the Claim 2. Extending to a limit ordinal is just the union of
colorings of all of the predecessors.

Remark. See also De Bruijn–Erdős theorem

8 Other stuff
Problem 8.1. (Brazilian Olympic Revenge 2002, Problem 5) In a "Hanger
Party", the guests are initially dressed. In certain moments, the host chooses a
guest, and the chosen guest and all his friends will wear its respective clothes if
they are naked, and undress it if they are dressed.

Is it possible that, in some moment, the guests are naked, independent of
their mutual friendships? (Suppose friendship is reciprocal.)

Problem 8.2. (A Po-Shen Loh’s handout; a Gallai’s thm) The vertices V of
any graph G can be partitioned into two classes V1, V2 such that the two subgraphs
induced on V1 and V2 have all vertices with even degrees.

Proof. Here is a possible proof.

Theorem 8.1 (Mantel’s theorem). Every triangle-free graph with n vertices

has at most
⌊
n2

4

⌋
edges.

Proof. Let G(V,E) be the given graph with |V | = n. We take a vertex v with
maximum number of neighbors N(v). Let us divide the vertices V into two sets
B := N(v) and A := V \N(v) (see the figure).
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Note that no two vertices in B are connected, because otherwise a triangle would
exist. Thus, we can count all the edges of G by counting the edges incident with
each vertex in A (it might happen to count twice some edges). Hence

|E| ≤
∑
u∈A

|N(u)| ≤ |A| · |B| (1)

Further

|A| · |B| ≤ (|A|+ |B|)2

4
=

n2

4
(2)

and we get |E| ≤ n2

4
.

Note that the estimates in (1) and (2) allow us to see when the equality is
achieved.

Problem 8.3. Let X and Y be independent, identically distributed random
vectors in Rd. Their probability distribution may be arbitrary. Then it holds

P (|X + Y | ≥ 1) ≥ 1

2
P (|X| ≥ 1)2

Solution. It’s enough to prove the claim only in case X,Y take finitely many
values in Rd. We can even suppose X (and Y ) takes finitely many values
with the same probability. Indeed if it takes x1, x2 with probabilities resp.
p1 = a/c, p2 = b/c we can think of x1 as a points very close to each other, each
one to happen with probability 1/c. In fact, we will prove

P
(
(|X + Y | ≥ 1) and (|X| ≥ 1) and (|Y | ≥ 1)

)
≥ 1

2
P (|X| ≥ 1)2 (3)

Consider only the values of X for which |X| ≥ 1. Denote them as vj ∈ Rd, |vj | ≥
1, j = 1, 2, . . . , n. Of course, Y has the same distribution. As said, we assume
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vi ̸= vj , i ̸= j and P (X = vi) = P (X = vj). We connect vi and vj , i ̸= j if |vi +
vj | ≥ 1. Thus, a graph G(V,E) is obtained on the vertices V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}.
The key point is that the complement G of G is triangle-free. This
claim has a standalone value, so let’s prove it separately.

Lemma. Let v1, v2, v3 ∈ Rd and |vi| ≥ 1, i = 1, 2, 3. Then, there exist
vi, vj , 1 ≤ vj < vj ≤ 3 with |vi + vj | ≥ 1.
Proof. In case the origin O lies in the plane α determined by the points v1, v2, v3,
we take take the points vi, vj with ∠viOvj ≤ 120◦. A straightforward calculation
shows |v1+v2| ≥ 1. In the general case, let O′ be the projection of O on the plane
α and take the pints vi, vj for which viO

′vj ≤ 120◦. Same type of argument
shows |vi + vj | ≥ 1. □

Further, since G is triangle-free, Mantel’s theorem yields

|E(G)| = n(n− 1)

2
− E(G) ≥ n(n− 1)

2
− n2

4

|E| ≥ n2

4
− n

2
(4)

Let p := P (X = v1). Thus

P (|X| > 1) = P (X ∈ V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}) = np (5)

On the other hand

P (|X + Y | ≥ 1) ≥ P
(
(X ∈ V ) and (Y ∈ V ) and (XY ∈ E(G)orX = Y )

)
All the positions of X,Y for which the right hand side of the above expression
happens, are 2|E(G)|+n since either of (X = vi)& (Y = vj) or (X = vj)& (Y =
vi) may happen and also we should count (X = vi)& (Y = vi). Each of these
configuration has probability p2. By (4) we obtain

P (|X + Y | ≥ 1) ≥ p2
(
2(n2/4− n/2) + n

)
= p2

n2

2
(6)

Finally, (5) and (6) give

P (|X + Y | ≥ 1) ≥ 1

2
P (|X| ≥ 1)2.

In fact, we prove (3) which is a bit stronger.

Problem 8.4. (IMO 2007, p3) In a mathematical competition some competitors
are friends. Friendship is always mutual. Call a group of competitors a clique
if each two of them are friends. (In particular, any group of fewer than two
competitors is a clique.) The number of members of a clique is called its size.

Given that, in this competition, the largest size of a clique is even, prove that
the competitors can be arranged into two rooms such that the largest size of a
clique contained in one room is the same as the largest size of a clique contained
in the other room.

(Vasily Astakhov, Russia)
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Solution. Let Qmax be a largest clique. At the beginning we deploy all students
in the room R1 and then begin to move the competitors in Qmax one by one
from R1 into the other room R2. Consider the last moment, the largest size of
the cliques in R1 is greater than the size of the clique in R2. Denote by Q1, Q2

the groups of students, Qmax is split into, and which currently are in R1 and R2

respectively. Clearly, Q1 ̸= ∅. So, suppose at this moment the maximal clique
size in R1 is m1 and the size of the clique in R2 is m2 = |Q2|,m2 < m1. Taking
any q1 ∈ Q1 and moving it to R2 changes the situation, i.e. after that move
we have m2 ≥ m1. In case of equality, we are done , so we assume that after
moving any q1 ∈ Q1 into room R2 the clique in R2 has greater size than any
clique in R1. It means m1 = m2 + 1

Denote by Q the family of all cliques of size m1 in R1. Taking into account
that after removing any q1 ∈ Q1 the max clique size in R1 drops down, it
follows Q1 ⊂ Q for any Q ∈ Q. We also conclude Q1 ̸∈ Q, since otherwise
|Q1| = |Q2| + 1, which is impossible because |Qmax| is even. Now, we start
transferring students s1, s2, . . . , sk not in Q1 that take part in some clique of
Q from room R1 to R2 till the moment we destroy all cliques in Q. At that
moment, the max clique size in R1 decreases with 1 and equals m1 − 1. We
claim the max clique size in R2 is still intact and equals m2 = m1 − 1.

Assume on the contrary, there exists a clique P2 in R2 with |P2| > |Q2| = m2.
Note that all students of P2 \ Q2 are among s1, s2, . . . , sk and thus they are
friends with all students in Q1. Hence P2∪Q1 is a clique with size |P2|+ |Q1| >
|Q2| + |Q1| = |Qmax|, a contradiction with the fact Qmax is a clique with
maximal size.

Remark. More detailed comments on motivation.

Problem 8.5. IMO Shortlist 2005 Problem C1 A house has an even number
of lamps distributed among its rooms in such a way that there are at least three
lamps in every room. Each lamp shares a switch with exactly one other lamp,
not necessarily from the same room. Each change in the switch shared by two
lamps changes their states simultaneously. Prove that for every initial state of
the lamps there exists a sequence of changes in some of the switches at the end
of which each room contains lamps which are on as well as lamps which are off.

Solution. The idea is to push forward, making the rooms that satisfy the con-
dition more and more. It is made via a dumb greedy actions. We take a room
which is not ok, flip a lamp, then another room could be spoiled, we again try
to recover that room, the other one gets damaged, and so on till, we hope, there
is no room spoiled. What follows is just a routine argument.

Consider a configuration that maximizes the number of rooms satisfying the
condition. We claim all the rooms are ok, that’s, each one has two lamps of
different states. Assume, on the contrary, R0 is a room with all the lamps having
the same state. Take a lamp ℓ0 in R0 and change its state. It’s matched with
another lamp ℓ1. If ℓ1 is also in R0 we are done since R0 is already ok, because
there is another lamp in it with different state. Suppose ℓ1 is in some other
room R1 ̸= R0. If changing the state of ℓ1 doesn’t spoil the things in R1 we are
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done, otherwise we take a lamp ℓ′1 ̸= ℓ1 in R1 and flip its state, thus R1 is still
ok. It also affects the state of the lamp ℓ2 that is matched with ℓ′1 mounted in a
room R2. Proceeding with this process leads to two possible outcomes. Either
we reach a room Rn which is not spoiled after the lamp ℓn in it is flipped, or
we reach a room Rn which coincides with some previous room Rm,m < n. In
the latter case, the room Rn is already ok since ℓm, ℓ′m in Rm are of different
states and we enter again Rm in another lamp different from ℓm, ℓ′m. Thus, in
all cases, we increase the number of rooms that are ok, contradiction.

Remark.I think, the graph theory approach makes things worse, instead of
helping, see also my remarks here. The right approach, in my humble opinion,
is to imagine the picture as disjoint subsets of points (each subset being a room,
each point - a lamp) and some full matching between the points. The problem
is easier than it appears in the first glance.

Problem 8.6. IMO 2019 problem 3 social network has 2019 users, some pairs
of whom are friends. Whenever user A is friends with user B, user B is also
friends with user A. Events of the following kind may happen repeatedly, one at
a time: Three users A, B, and C such that A is friends with both B and C, but
B and C are not friends, change their friendship statuses such that B and C
are now friends, but A is no longer friends with B, and no longer friends with
C. All other friendship statuses are unchanged. Initially, 1010 users have 1009
friends each, and 1009 users have 1010 friends each. Prove that there exists a
sequence of such events after which each user is friends with at most one other
user.

Proposed by Adrian Beker, Croatia

Solution. Some motivation and off topic. I think, the main difficulty here lies
in the specific requirement imposed on the initial graph, which in fact is almost
irrelevant. Any described operation/event preserves the parity of each vertex
degree. Thus, there is no chance to obtain a graph with vertices of degrees
at most 1 if the initial graph has only even degrees. Indeed, assuming the
opposite, the final graph should have only isolated vertices (of degree 0), but
it’s impossible (just think of the last opperation applied). There is also no
chance to complete the mission if the initial graph is complete with at least
three vertices. Surprisingly, the claim holds for all other graphs. I think, had it
been formulated in that general way, it would have been solved by many other
participants. Because a straightforward induction works. It has some cases to
be considered, but it unfolds naturally.

Claim: Let G be a graph with n ≥ 3 vertices, which is connected, it is not
complete and at least one its vertex has odd degree. Call such graph "good".
Then there exists a sequence of operations that leads to a graph with each vertex
of degree at most 1.

The idea: Induction on the number of edges of G. To implement the induc-
tion step, we start from a "good" graph G. Since it’s not complete, there exists
a vertices v0, v1, v2, such that v0 is connected with v1, v2 and v1 is not connected
with v2. We apply the operation to v0, v1, v2 and if the resulting graph is no
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good any more, we adjust our choice of v0, v1, v2 so that each connected com-
ponent of the resulting graph is good (and has less edges than G).

1) Suppose v0 has no other neighbours except v1, v2. The resulting graph
consists of two connected components - the isolated vertex v0 plus a connected
graph G′ obtained by removing v0 and connecting v1 and v2. It has a vertex
with odd degree, since G has, but it may happen G′ is complete. If so, G′ has
at least 4 vertices, hence there exists a vertex with degree at least 3 which is
connected to v1, v2. It sends us to the next case.

2) dG(v0) ≤ 3. Let v0 is connected with v1, v2, . . . , vm,m ≥ 3. We’ll see we
can choose some non connected two vertices among v1, v2, . . . , vm and together
with v0 to apply successfully the operation. Remove v0 (with edges incident to
it) and denote with G1, G2, . . . , Gm the connected components of the resulting
graph such that vi ∈ Gi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. There are two alternatives: either all
Gi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m are distinct or some of them Gi, Gj coincide.

a) All Gi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m are distinct. Note that there no edges between
Gi, Gj , i ̸= j. By G′

i we denote the graph obtained by Gi by adding v0 and the
edge v0vi. Since G′

i has a vertex with odd degree (v0) it has at least one more
also with odd degree. Hence, we choose arbitrary vi, vj and apply the operation
to v0, vi, vj . As a result we obtain a graph with two connected components,
each of them is non complete and has a vertex with odd degree.

b) Some components Gi, Gj coincide. If vi and vj are connected to all other
vk, k ̸= i, j; 1 ≤ k ≤ m then we apply the operation to v0, v1, v2 and get a still
connected graph which is non complete (v0 not isolated and is not connected to
v1, v2) and has a vertex with odd degree. In case, say vi, is not connected to
some vk, k ̸= i, j, 1 ≤ k ≤ m we consider v0, vi, vk and apply the operation to
this triple. The resulting graph is still connected and good by the same reasons.
The induction step is completed.

Now, back to the OP. It’s easy to see the initial graph is connected and so
apparently it’s "good". Hence, by applying the above claim, the result follows.

Problem 8.7. Mongolian TST, 2011 Let n and d be positive integers satisfying
d <

n

2
. There are n boys and n girls in a school. Each boy has at most d

girlfriends and each girl has at most d boyfriends. Prove that one can introduce
some of them to make each boy have exactly 2d girlfriends and each girl have
exactly 2d boyfriends. (I think we assume if a girl has a boyfriend, she is his
girlfriend as well and vice versa)

Problem 8.8. (Miklos Schveitzer, ? year) Let G be a simple k edge-connected
graph on n vertices and let u and v be different vertices of G. Prove that there
are k edge-disjoint paths from u to v each having at most 20n

k edges.

Problem 8.9. ((MO Rioplatense , 2010) Alice and Bob play the following game.
To start, Alice arranges the numbers 1, 2, . . . , n in some order in a row and
then Bob chooses one of the numbers and places a pebble on it. A player’s turn
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consists of picking up and placing the pebble on an adjacent number under the
restriction that the pebble can be placed on the number k at most k times. The
two players alternate taking turns beginning with Alice. The first player who
cannot make a move loses. For each positive integer n, determine who has a
winning strategy.

Solution. Instead of numbers and pebble on it, let have some sets of objects
of 1, 2, . . . , n elements respectively, which Alice arrange a permutation of them
in positions 1,2,...,n. Then first player marks some object and subsequently a
player’s turn consists of picking up a object on adjacent position and marking it.
No object can be marked twice. If sum of objects(i.e. n·(n+1)

2 is even then first
player(Alice) has a winning strategy, else second player has a winning strategy.

1st case: Let n = 4k or n = 4k + 3. The idea is Alice to place the objects
in such a way, that they can be matched in pairs (x, y) , x, y are objects that
belongs to adjacent positions and each object belongs to one and only one pair.
Then, after Bob marks some object, Alice marks the other one in the same pair.
For example Alice can initially arrange objects in such a way: 1, 3, 5, . . . , 6, 4, 2.
Matching can be done from left to right: First object matches one of the three
ones on the right, two that left from second column, match two of the 3th
column,... so on, till we get to the n-th column.

2nd case: n = 4k + 1 or n = 4k + 2. Whatever initial arrangement Alice
make, Bob has a winning strategy. The same idea. Let try to match objects
in the same way as in case 1. We will reach position(possibly before the end
column) after that no matching is possible. There are 2 possible cases: 1) there
remains one unmatched object in the n-th column- in that case Bob marks this
object. 2) There are one (or more) objects on the i-th column that remain and
can not be match to those on i + 1 column, because all of them are already
matched. In this case Bob marks some of these objects. Subsequently Bob
plays as if Alice in case 1.

Problem 8.10. (Ukraine NMO 2020) Positive integers a, b, n are given, such
that a+ b = n−1. In some school, each student has at most n friends from that
school. Prove that all the students can be split into two groups A,B in such a
way that each student in A has at most a friends among the students in A and
each one in B - at most b friends among those in B.

Solution. It’s a corollary of a Laszlo Lovasz more general result.

Definition. We say a vertex set D ⊂ V of a graph G(V,E) is dominating
vertex set if any vertex v ∈ V \D is connected to a vertex in D.

Problem 8.11. (Sweden 2010, Po-Shen-Loh handout) A town has 3n citizens.
Any two persons in the town have at least one common friend in this same town.
Show that one can choose a group consisting of n citizens such that every person
of the remaining 2n citizens has at least one friend in this group of n.

Solution (Po-Shen-Loh). The codegree condition implies that the diameter of
the graph is at most 2. We prove that every n-vertex graph with diameter at
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most 2 has a dominating set (a subset S of vertices such that every other vertex
is either in, or has a neighbor in S) of size only ≤

√
n lnn. Let

p =

√
lnn

n

Observe that since the diameter is at most 2, if any vertex has degree ≤ np,
then its neighborhood already is a dominating set of suitable size. Therefore,
we may assume that all vertices have degree strictly greater than np. It feels
"easy" to find a small dominating set in this graph because all degrees are
high. Consider a random sample of np vertices (selected uniformly at random,
with replacement), and let S be their union. Note that |S| ≤ np. Now the
probability that a particular fixed vertex v fails to have a neighbor in S is
strictly less than (1− p)np because we need each of np independent samples to
miss the neighborhood of v. This is at most

e−np2

≤ e− lnn = n−1

Therefore a union bound over the n choices of v produces the result.
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